
Digital Forms



Proof 101 Route approvals between colleagues

and instantly track the progress at every

step. Workflows are easy to generate,

edit and customize to the needs of your

team.

Track progress and communicate with

your team through the timeline. The

timeline acts as an audit trail for all

actions performed on a routing.

Security is built in by ensuring only

participants of a workflow have access

to view/edit.

We integrate seamlessly with your

existing document storage platform

(SharePoint, GCDocs etc.) Version

control and permissions automatically

sync with participants.

Proof digitizes your workflow!



Digital Forms Solution

Breaking free from paper allows for a

new level of service!

Guide your users to what they need

while reducing submission errors &

ineligible applications.

Experience

We know that public services must

serve all citizens, which is why our

forms are accessible (WCAG 2.1 AA)

and multilingual.

Accessible & Bilingual

Once submitted forms can instantly

initiate an approval workflow within

Proof. 

Proof is form-agnostic, we can

connect with your existing tool and our

API will consume new forms without

any coding required.

Forms + Workflows



Set-up your very own

digitized forms & store

them where your end-

users can access & fill-

out the forms you need

them to complete.
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Built-in completeness

checks ensure that your

users are filling out forms

& documents in good

order.



With Proof you have the

ability to receive & approve

applications in one central

platform.

Workflows are automatically

created upon submission &

can be easily customized by

your team.
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03 Proof syncs with your

document management

system to ensure all

attachments submitted

alongside a form are easily

accessible within your

workflow.



Use your dashboard to quickly

determine the status of each

form in the approval process.

Your team is immediately

notified when a completed

form is ready for review.
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Perform your action in the

workflow to keep the approval

process moving.

Digital Forms


